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**Scientists who express different views on Covid-19 should be heard, not demonized**

*STAT*
Co-authored by Jeffrey Flier (HMS).

**Exclusive: U.S. medical testing, cancer screenings plunge during coronavirus outbreak—data firm analysis**

*Reuters*
Ateev Mehrotra (HMS) is quoted.

**24 die at nursing home after New York demands intake of COVID-19 patients**

*Becker's Hospital Review*
David Grabowski (HMS) is quoted.

**Medication shortages are the next crisis**

*The Atlantic*
Written by Jeremy Faust (HMS/Brigham and Women’s).

**New England coronavirus deaths would spike if restrictions were lifted, simulator shows**

*NBC10 Boston*
Jagpreet Chhatwal (HMS/Mass General) is quoted.

**Additional coverage:**

*7News Boston*

**Addition of atezolizumab to enzalutamide fails to extend OS in metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer**

*Healio*
Christopher Sweeney (HMS/Brigham and Women’s/Dana-Farber) is quoted.
Diagnosing and treating Covid-19  
*The New York Times*  
Letter to the editor written by Pieter Cohen (HMS/Cambridge Health Alliance/Beth Israel Deaconess).

Comparing COVID-19 deaths to flu deaths is like comparing apples to oranges  
*Scientific American*  
Written by Jeremy Faust (HMS/Brigham and Women’s).

Certain lipoprotein particles may increase risk for MI, PAD in women  
*Healio*  
Edward K. Duran (HMS/Brigham and Women’s) is quoted.

Tackling poverty in a coronavirus-induced economic downturn: Is it too risky or the right thing to do?  
*USA Today*  
Margarita Alegria (HMS/Mass General) is quoted.

Are temperature checks effective in stopping coronavirus spread?  
*HuffPost*  
Stephen Juraschek (HMS/Beth Israel Deaconess) is quoted.

What medical experts say about when to reopen America (AUDIO)  
*IA*  
Jeremy Faust (HMS/Brigham and Women’s) is interviewed.

**Paper Chase**  
A selection of recent research papers from HMS faculty. For more information, click [here]:

A dynamic interaction between CD19 and the tetraspanin CD81 controls B cell co-receptor trafficking  
*eLife*  
HMS authors: Susa KJ, Seegar TC, Blacklow SC, Kruse AC

Building HIV healthcare worker capacity through telehealth in Vietnam  
*BMJ Global Health*  
HMS author: Pollack TM

Epidemiology of multimorbidity in conditions of extreme poverty: A population-based study of older adults in rural Burkina Faso  
*BMJ Global Health*  
HMS authors: Siedner MJ, Manne-Goehler J

The implementation and effectiveness of the one stop centre model for intimate partner and sexual violence in low- and middle-income countries: A systematic review of barriers and enablers  
*BMJ Global Health*  
HMS author: Olson RM

Integrative multiplatform molecular profiling of benign prostatic hyperplasia identifies distinct subtypes  
*Nature Communications*  
HMS author: Salari K

Apolipoprotein J is a hepatokine regulating muscle glucose metabolism and insulin sensitivity
Non-coding somatic mutations converge on the PAX8 pathway in ovarian cancer

Nature Communications
HMS authors: Kang MC, Uner A

HyperTRIBE uncovers increased MUSASHI-2 RNA binding activity and differential regulation in leukemic stem cells

Nature Communications
HMS authors: Gusev A, Freedman ML

Escape mutations circumvent a tradeoff between resistance to a beta-lactam and resistance to a beta-lactamase inhibitor

Nature Communications
HMS author: Lu Y

Sample multiplexing for targeted pathway proteomics in aging mice

PNAS
HMS authors: Yu Q, Xiao H, Jedrychowski MP, Schweppe DK, Chouchani ET, Gygi SP

Induction of recurrent break cluster genes in neural progenitor cells differentiated from embryonic stem cells in culture

PNAS
HMS authors: Zhang Y, Alt FW

Widespread targeting of nascent transcripts by RsmA in Pseudomonas aeruginosa

PNAS
HMS authors: Gebhardt MJ, Dove SL

Following data as it crosses borders during the COVID-19 pandemic

JAMIA
HMS authors: Tang C, Bates DW
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